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Zagreb 4/4/2022

The first day we welcomed the
students in Zagreb with the first
stop being Medvedgrad where we
had a guided tour. Medvegrad
was built primarily to protect
priests, citizens and church
treasures. After the guided tour
and a little bit of free time we
came back to Zagreb to eat
lunch. 

As we finished we divided into 5
groups where each group had a

different task. We had lots of fun
exploring Zagreb while taking

photos of flowers, monuments and
street art. After we finished our
tasks we had some free time to
get to know each other better.

We finished the day off by going
to the bus and heading to Daruvar

where the students would be
staying for the rest of the project. 



The second day started off with another guided tour, but
this time in Daruvar where the students found out more
about the Roman culture and history in Daruvar. The next
few hours were spent at school with different workshops
starting off with ice-breaking activities and continuing with
wokshops about Croatia itself and analysis of surveys about
recycling and the environment. After lunch break each
country had a presentation about recycling art in their
country which was the last activity of that day.

Daruvar 5/4/2022



Besides the video editing workshop
where the students got the

opportunity to show off their photos
from Zagreb and the poster making
workshops, the third day was spent
outside in the fresh air. We got to

show our athletic side playing old
olympic sports as well as our

creative side making art out of
waste to encourage people to start
recycling and think about the effect

waste has on our planet.  

As the last day in Daruvar each country had a short theatre performance
of their choice. After the farewell dinner we had an early disco night where
we all had fun dancing and singing. 

Daruvar 6/4/2022



Plitvice lakes 7/4/2022

The last day started off
very early in the morning
travelling to Plitvice lakes.
The trip mostly consisted
of walking, but also
admiring the lakes and
waterfalls. 


